Special Report: The 3 Essential Universal Laws to
Manifesting Money, Abundance, and Love.
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Law #2: The Law of Attraction
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There are many ways to express the Law of Attraction:
• Where your attention goes, your energy flows.
• That which you think about expands.
• Like attracts like.
• That which is like unto itself is drawn.
There are a number of words or expressions that describe the Law of Attraction:
• Out-of-the-blue
• Synchronicity
• Serendipity
• Luck
• Meant to be
• Fell into place
• Fate
• Karma
• Coincidence

The Law Of Attraction
The Law of Attraction states that whatever is broadcast out into the universe is joined
by (or attracted to) energies that are of an equal frequency, resonance or vibration.
The Law of Attraction is the most powerful law in the Universe. Everything in the
Universe is energy. All energy has a vibration, radiates a signal, and attracts a matching
signal back. Thoughts and feelings are also energy. When we send out our thoughts,
our thoughts have a certain vibration, which then radiates a signal, and a matching
signal is then sent back to the source of that signal. If we think thoughts of abundance,
that vibration is sent out into the universe. The abundance signal is sent out and we
receive back matching energy in the form of abundance. The same is true if we are
thinking thoughts of lack or limitation. If we are feeling that something we have in
our experience is not good enough, we are sending out that vibration and signal and
the universe by the Law of Attraction brings us more of what we think is not good
enough. The Law of Attraction delivers both what is wanted and what is unwanted
depending on the signal we send out to the Universe. You attract what you are and
that which you concentrate upon. If you are feeling negative emotions, you draw in
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and experience negativity. If you are feeling positive emotions, you draw in and
experience positive life experiences. You can attract to you only those qualities you
possess. So, if you want freedom and joy in your life, you must feel what it already
feels like to feel freedom and joy in your life right now. This Universal Law
demonstrates how we create the things, events, and people that come into our lives.
Our thoughts, feelings, words, and actions produce energies which, in turn, attract
like energies.
The Law of Attraction, also known as Cause and Effect or Sowing and Reaping is,
like all Universal Laws, extremely important to understand and implement if you are
to learn to purposefully and consciously attract the things into your life that you most
desire. It is equally as important is to learn how not to attract those things that you
do not desire. Most of us are focused on what we don’t want, and with our attention
on what we don’t want, we create more of what we don’t want.
The way to work in alignment with the Law of Attraction is to be aware of what you
are giving your attention to. Whatever we give our energy, focus, and attention to,
whether wanted or unwanted is what we will attract into out lives.
For those that choose to consciously and deliberately create a life of abundance and
joy, becoming aware of how this law works is very important. The Law of Attraction,
like all the Universal laws, is verifiable, unwavering and predictable. You can then
implement it, to attract to yourself, the things that prior to this knowledge, seemed
to happen only by chance. How you deliberately choose your thoughts and feelings is
important in order to become a person that deliberately creates your life.
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Scientific Look at
The Law Of Attraction
I am not a scientific type of person. When I first started to apply the Law of Attraction,
I had no idea how it worked, nor did I care. I just wanted to see extraordinary results
in my life, so I started to apply it. My life literally changed over night. I created money
out-of-the-blue, top rankings in my profession, my dream house and since then have
created my ideal relationship, my dream car, success in my business, and my ideal
career. There is no doubt in my mind that the Law of Attraction is a viable and
powerful force. I have personally seen the amazing power it has had not only in my
life, but in all of the many lives of my coaching clients. My point is, you don’t have
to know how it works to work with it.
But . . . for you more analytical people that want to know how it works, there is
an example of how to explain this law in the full ebook, The Laws of the Universe:
You must know what you are wanting and where you want to go in your life. You
must consciously direct the power. Clarity through contrast-observe what you want
and get clarity by noticing what you don’t want. There is a process for this in the
ebook. Make a list of your desires. For 15 minutes every day work, change, and
upgrade the list. Keep silent about this. Get in a good feeling place (good vibration)
about your un- manifested desires.

To learn more about the ebook, or to receive more information:
http://www.7essentiallaws.com/essentiallaws.php
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